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Wisconsin Depa rtment of  Tr ans port ation 
2016  Enforc ement Mobi l i zat ion Media Pla n 

Februa ry 24,  2016  
 

Introduction: 

2015 saw 560 deaths on Wisconsin roads, an 11% increase over 2014. The goal of the 
Zero in Wisconsin campaign is to remind the public that even one death on Wisconsin’s 
highways is too many, so the efforts to continue to increase awareness and compliance 
of the law through strategically planed media campaigns must be maintained.   

The current plan will include CLICK IT OR TICKET (May) and DRIVE SOBER OR GET 
PULLED OVER (August/September) efforts, as well as three additional initiatives:  
Distracted Driving, Motorcycle Awareness and Speeding: 

•! Distracted driving, whether it involves texting, cell phone use or any other 
distraction, continues to be a major contributor to fatalities and as such will 
receive a dedicated week of media support in early April, which is Distracted 
Driving Awareness Month. 

•! According to 2012 WisDOT data, motorcycles make up 6% of all registered 
vehicles yet account for nearly 19% of all traffic fatalities. Therefore, the new ALL 
THE GEAR, ALL THE TIME motorcycle safety spot produced last fall will run in 
April just as the 2016 riding season is kicking off. 
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•! Speeding contributed to over 29% of all fatal crashes, killing 165 people and 
injuring many others according to 2013 WisDOT statistics. In an effort to help 
bring this statistic down and to go along with enhanced enforcement during the 
July 4th Holiday, we will run the Tortoise & the Snare YOU SPEED, YOU LOSE 
creative in late June/early July.  

Media Overview: 

With the proliferation of media choices, radio and TV ratings have been trending 
downward – The Big Bang Theory, a successful program by anyone’s measure, is 
averaging a 3.9 A18-49 rating in the current season compared to a 5.0 A18-49 rating in 
2013, about a 25% decrease.  Are people watching the program?  Absolutely!  It’s just 
now they’re watching it “On Demand” or streaming it either directly from the network or 
via one of the video streaming services. None of these other services are currently 
measured by Nielsen. 

Adding to the challenge, 2016 is a political year and political advertising dollars are 
projected to be up 20% from past presidential elections.  Most campaign dollars will be 
allocated to broadcast TV, but other forms of media, including Cable and Digital, are 
expecting to see a significant increase in spending.  Although all campaigns will be 
affected, those most impacted will be Distracted Driving and Motorcycle Awareness 
(April) and the August DRIVE SOBER initiatives.   

Cable TV is facing another challenge - that of cord cutting: people essentially dropping 
cable in favor of streaming services.  As people consume television content via 
streaming sources, they no longer subscribe to local cable.  This is especially prevalent 
within the younger 18-34 segment of the TV audience.  Cable penetration has been 
trending down, particularly in larger markets like Madison and Milwaukee, which is 
negatively affecting cable television ratings performance as well.    

The result of these new ways of consuming television content and meeting the 
challenge of political advertising, is that fewer ratings points are available and, since 
demand is increasing, those that are available will be priced higher than in the past.   

AFFIRM is used to these political challenges, having been through them many times 
before, including in 2008 and 2012 for WisDOT. Therefore, our recommended ZERO IN 
WISCONSIN media program will include strategies to offset these challenges.  First, we 
have reduced the target TRPs (M18-34 target rating points) in television for each 
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campaign.  To offset those lower TRPs we are slightly increasing radio TRPs and 
recommending stronger programs on Pandora and online video, two tactics that are 
preferred by the targeted younger segment of the population. 

General Target Audience: 

The primary target for these campaigns will be men, 18-34 years of age. This group is 
involved in a higher percentage of crashes overall and, according to the 2013 Wisconsin 
Traffic Crash Facts, are about three times more likely than women of that same age to 
be involved in fatal car crashes.  W18-34 and Drivers 35+ will comprise the secondary 
target.  

Media Tactics: 

Men 18-34 have been the most difficult of these target audiences to reach, even before 
the recent migration to the digital world.  To determine which tactics would be most 
successful in these efforts, we use available research from Scarborough, Nielsen and 
other syndicated sources.   

Scarborough ranks media usage from heaviest to lightest.  We pulled M18-34, W18-34 
and A35-54 to determine commonalities between these groups.  From this information 
(Scarborough Research August 2013 – July 2015), we found the following: 

•! M18-34 are 44% more likely than the general population to be among those who 
travel the most miles within a given week 

•! 47% of males 18-34, 35% of females 18-34 and 48% of adults 35-54 fall into the 
heaviest quintiles for radio listening 

•! All targets fall into the average to light television viewing quintiles, although A35-
54 are most likely to fall into the “average” viewing quintile 

•! Internet use is heaviest among the 18-34 segment: 
o! 61% of men fall into the heaviest use quintiles 
o! 57% of women are defined as heavy users 
o! 41% of A35-54 are defined as heavy users 

•! Pandora radio has the heaviest penetration in this market with 38% of M18-34 
and 49% of W18-34 listening to this streaming service 

o! iHeartRadio and Spotify are gaining on Pandora but still do not have the 
subscriber base to challenge them in this market 
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•! M18-34 are more likely to use the Internet or apps on their Smartphone to watch 
video; with YouTube having a significant lead over Hulu 

•! W18-34 and A35-54 are more likely to access social networking sites 
•! 80% of the population currently uses a Smartphone 

Despite the proliferation of “new” media, Nielsen quarterly Total Audience Report 
(December 2015) indicates that traditional TV and Radio continue to be the best way to 
reach the largest possible audience. It also shows that media consumption among 18-
34 year olds is different from those of 35-49 or 50-64 year olds, spending less time with 
traditional TV and more time viewing video content online. The following illustrates the 
amount of time each group spends consuming media on a weekly basis (15:30 = 15 
hours and 30 minutes): 

 18-24 25-34 35-49 50-64  

Traditional TV 15:30 21:10 28:41 39.21  

Time-Shifted (DVR) 1:32 2:44 3:44 3:55 

Online Video 1:35 2:00 1:42 1:12 

Video on Smartphone 0:39 0:24 0:17      0:0 

Any App/Smartphone 11:44 10:37 10:24 7:51  

AM/FM Radio 9:53 11:17 13:24 14:51  

This report also includes data on African American & Hispanic audiences, reporting 
monthly time spent: 

•! African Americans spend more time with traditional TV and viewing online video 
than the general audience 

•! Hispanic TV viewing is lower than the general audience while viewing online 
video is about equal to the general audience 

•! Radio listening among Hispanics is higher than that of the general audience 

As the data shows, “traditional” media is still used by our target.  The percentage of 
budget allocated to digital tactics, especially mobile, will continue to grow.  Following 
are the tactics that will be used for each of the campaigns:  
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Broadcast Television: 

As illustrated in the Total Audience Report, television remains the one medium that can 
reach all demographic groups. Time spent watching traditional TV has actually 
remained relatively stable across all demographic groups.  Males 16 and older are 
particular in their viewing habits but can be reached via sports programming and 
comedies. Popular comedies in syndication include The Big Bang Theory, Family Guy, 
The Office, The Simpsons, Seinfeld, Anger Management and Two and a Half Men.  
These air on local stations in Prime Access and Late Fringe, and can also be found on 
Cable.   

Because each market in Wisconsin differs in the amount and type of syndicated 
programming offered, we are proposing a daypart mix that allows for flexibility in 
utilizing the most effective programs that appeal to young men in each market: 

•! Recommended daypart mix include Prime/Sports (40-70%), Prime Access (5-
15%) and Late Fringe (25-45%.) 

Cable Television: 

Cable will again be relied upon to provide additional programming opportunities that 
appeal to these young men.  Cable penetration varies greatly by market and in some 
markets is challenged by alternate delivery systems (ADS). It is now possible to run local 
advertising on AT&T and DirectTV homes in the Milwaukee market, which will greatly 
improve penetration in that market.  Other markets are expected to follow, but until 
they do our ability to reach cable viewers with local commercials in these more rural 
markets will continue to be impaired.  

Cable Networks focusing on sports, comedy and music will be among those used in our 
buys.  Adult Swim, Comedy Central and FX may remain constant in our campaigns, 
but we’ll also look into other networks that carry male-oriented programming.   

Radio: 

As shown by research, Radio remains an effective way to reach both the primary and 
secondary targets. The advantage of radio for WisDOT’s efforts is that it reaches 
drivers while they are in their cars, giving us an opportunity to influence them as they 
drive.  Again, using Scarborough Research, it was determined that there are only slight 
variations in listening habits among the audiences.  Dayparts index as follows (read as 
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M18-34 are 19% more likely to be listening to radio 7p-12a than the general 
population): 

 M18-34 W18-34 A35-54 

Listen 6a-10a 103 81 121 

Listen 10a-3p 103 83 118  

Listen 3p-7p 107 108 121 

Listen 7p-12a 122 116 104 

Listen Weekends 98 108 16  

•! The recommended daypart mix will include:  20% morning drive (6a-9a), 
20% mid-day (9a-3p), 30% afternoon drive (3p-7p), 20% evening (7p-12a) and 
10% weekends.   

AFFIRM is recommending the inclusion of stations with signals large enough to cover 
the rural areas as well as the metropolitan areas to maximize geographic reach.  
Example stations are included at the end of this proposal. 

Formats most popular with M18-34 include: 

•! Album Oriented/Active Rock 
•! Alternative 
•! Country 
•! Sports 
•! Pop/Contemporary Hit Radio 
•! Urban Contemporary 

Milwaukee Brewers Statewide Radio will be included in the CLICK IT OR TICKET, YOU 
SPEED, YOU LOSE, and DRIVE SOBER OR GET PULLED OVER enforcement efforts.  This 
network, which is hosted by WTMJ-AM, provides statewide coverage.  :30 second spots 
will air in approximately 20 games during the three flight periods.   
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Digital: 

As the Scarborough research shows, individuals between 18 and 34 have embraced the 
new digital technologies and often choose to view content by streaming it through their 
laptops, game consoles, tablets and Smartphones.  They are less likely to subscribe to 
cable, and more likely to subscribe to Netflix, Amazon Prime, Roku or Hulu.  

Online video advertising effectiveness has been found to outperform typical display 
banner advertising with this younger demo.   Video can be found on almost every 
publisher site, in addition to those video sites like Hulu, YouTube or now Pandora and 
Spotify.  Video can be placed as pre-roll (running prior to the desired video), mid-roll or 
at the end with pre-roll being the most common of the three.  The most often used 
lengths are :15 or :30 seconds with  :15 second units typically having higher completion 
rates – averaging 76% of users watching all :15 seconds compared to 65% of :30 second 
users.  The first :05 seconds cannot be clicked through, so it’s important to “grab” the 
user in that short time to increase viewing.  Interestingly, completion rates do not vary 
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by age group, although men are slightly more likely to watch a complete video than 
women.  Research from TubeMogul shows that pre-roll video significantly drives brand 
awareness and favorability among 18-34 year olds.     

With the acceptance of programmatic or RTB targeting, we can reach our target 
audience wherever they are viewing video, not just if they use Hulu to catch up on their 
favorite program.  Predictive buying techniques enable us to reach the audience with 
‘people vs. places’ play wherever their searches take them on the Internet.  Targeting 
will include age and gender, as well as location such as proximity to sports arenas and 
restaurants/bars.  Hulu will remain a part of the campaign where the older segments of 
the target audience may likely go to access video.   
 
Hyperlocal targeting will be used to deliver the ZERO IN WISCONSIN message within 
mobile display.  This uses consumer’s GPS, WiFi and cell tower triangulation to get an 
exact read on their location, enabling us to deliver our ad message within mobile apps.   

Following is a sample list of apps that might be used:   

 

This program will target an area where our audience spends their time, in this case 
around bars/clubs, restaurants and sporting venues.  The program will “geo-fence” an 
area within a given radius of these locations and will be further optimized using day 
parting and contextual cues such as day of week and time of day. 
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This targeting capability can be used in both large and small markets, ensuring reach 
throughout the state of Wisconsin.  The tactic is impression-based and analytics will be 
furnished at the end of each flight as proof of performance.   

Digital tactics will be used in the CLICK IT OR TICKET, DRIVE SOBER OR GET PULLED 
OVER, YOU SPEED, YOU LOSE, and St. Patrick’s Day DRIVE SOBER efforts.  The 
recommended program will be entirely focused on mobile, including tablets, mirroring 
the media usage of the M18-34 target.  Overall the campaign will deliver 10,590,000 
mobile impressions and 900,000 video impressions.  Video impressions will be priced 
on a cost per completed view basis (CPCv) to maximize budget.  CPCv requires 100% 
completion or the program will not be charged for that impression.    

  

  

Hulu streaming online video remains a key part of our recommendation because 
almost 95% of viewers watch the entire advertisement.  Hulu typically loads one 15 
second video commercial in front of the requested video, which isn’t much for the 
viewer to sit through to get to their program.  Compared to the size of a commercial 
pod on broadcast television, where one can get up, get refreshments, change clothes, 
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etc., it’s very effective.  Hulu carries content from more than 500 partners including 
ABC, CBS, NBC, CW, Fox, Univision, NFL Network, NASA Television, and nuvo among 
others.   It is ranked first by ComScore for total video views, beating YouTube, delivering 
more videos than the six major broadcast network sites combined.  45% of their 
viewers are 18-34, 71% are 18-49 (June 2015 data). 

Hulu bills off 100% completions, and historically 98% of those who start the video, 
watched the entire video.  52% of Hulu viewers recall seeing the ad compared to 44% of 
those on broadcast TV.  Hulu programs run across all platforms: 

 

 

Hulu will be scheduled to support the CIOT (May) and DRIVE SOBER (August) campaigns.  
A total of 625,000 video and 54,345 banner ads will be delivered in each campaign.   

 

 

While our target still listens to about 11 hours of broadcast radio each week, they are 
just as likely to listen to streaming music on their Smartphone or tablet.  Common 
streaming sources include Pandora, which is the recommended streaming service in 
our campaigns, iHeart Radio, and Spotify.   

Listeners can listen to pre-formatted “radio stations”, or fashion their own, based on 
their music preferences.  Consumers must register for these sites, so listener/viewer 
demographics and geographic location are available.  On free sites, an audio 
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commercial runs about four times an hour, and delivers only one 15 or 30 second 
commercial at a time.  iHeart Radio is offered via iHeart Media (formerly Clear Channel 
Radio), which owns and operates over 850 stations throughout the country.  For this 
year, Pandora remains the streaming source of choice.  ComScore reports that Pandora 
is the second most used app by Millennials, trailing only Facebook in usage time.  It has 
higher penetration rates in Wisconsin than either iHeart or Spotify.  Most importantly, 
Pandora has greater geo-targeting capabilities, allowing us to target ZERO IN 
WISCONSIN ads based on their subscriber’s location. 

On streaming services, users must listen to the entire commercial in order to get to the 
next song.  Banners accompany the commercial, which click through to the advertiser’s 
website.  AFFIRM has successfully used Pandora in the past five years as part of the 
CLICK IT OR TICKET campaign, utilizing :15 audio of the Donald Driver seat belt ad along 
with corresponding banner ads that click thru to a “Driver Safety Quiz” hosted on 
ZeroInWisconsin.gov.  Pandora users who clicked on the banners and successfully take 
the quiz are entered to win an autographed Donald Driver football.  This combination of 
targeted messaging and online engagement generated 5,100 entries and, more 
importantly, protracted interaction with the CLICK IT OR TICKET campaign.   

 

Pandora’s Display Everywhere option includes :30 or :15 audio that is accompanied by a 
500 x 500 tile that is served every time a user interacts with the application – skipping a 
track, adjusting volume, thumb-up or down a selection, etc.  A 300 x 250 banner 
displays while the next song is playing as added value.   Pandora will serve ads via all 
platforms, PC, Mobile, Tablet, Connected Homes and in Connected Cars.  An annual rate 
has been negotiated.  The annual plan also will include 490,000 bonus ad impressions 
(300 x 250 unit).   
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Pandora has 302,805 unique listeners, approximately 46% of all men 18-34 in 
Wisconsin. Approximately 10.0 million impressions will run among four designated 
flights:  May CIOT, July SPEEDING, August DRIVE SOBER and St. Patrick’s Day 2017. 

 

 

 

As in previous years, AFFIRM underscores the importance of creating synergy 
between our Wisconsin statewide enforcement mobilization media buys and the 
national program placed by NHTSA. We are requesting a copy of the national buy 
with specific programming and dates to ensure that we are supporting and not 
duplicating any NHTSA efforts.   

The following campaign summaries are our initial recommendations for the 2016-17 
enforcement mobilization media buy campaigns and are based on current programming 
and ratings information.  These may change as we get closer to the planning period and may 
be replaced with programs with similar audience deliveries.  The first three campaigns are 
closely timed and efficiencies may be realized by negotiating all three at once. Any cost 
efficiencies realized will be re-directed to buy either more ratings for that campaign or 
moved to another campaign to ensure deliveries for that buy.  More detailed buy summaries 
will be provided no later than two weeks prior to the start of each campaign. 
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2016 Distracted Driving Campaign Strategic Plan 
 

•! Dates:    April 7 - 17, 2016 
 
•! Budget:  $101,912 

 

•! Market List:  
o! Milwaukee 

o! Madison 

o! Fox Valley: Appleton, Oshkosh, Green Bay 

o! Wausau, Stevens Point, Rhinelander 

o! Eau Claire, La Crosse 

o! (Duluth, Superior is bought by MinDOT as part of that DMA) 

 
•! Demographic:   

o! Primary:  M18-34 
o! Secondary: A18-34, A25-54 
 

•! Gross Rating Point (GRP) Goals: 
o! Television: Minimum of 75 TRPs 
o! Radio:  Minimum of 150 TRPs 
 

•! Media: 
o! :30 Television/Cable 
o! :60 Radio  
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DISTRACTED DRIVING CAMPAIGN STRATEGY AND MEDIA MIX: 

Crash experience shows men, 18-24 year olds have the highest incidence of distracted 
driving, while distracted walking affects those of all ages.  For the purposes of this plan, 
the primary target will be M18-34 with a secondary target of A18+. 

According to NHTSA, pedestrians were one of the few road users to experience an 
increase in fatalities in the U.S., so this campaign has been expanded to include 
pedestrians as well as drivers.  Texting and phone calls are the two most commonly 
known distractions by both groups and our messaging will focus on the need for both 
groups to pay more attention to their surroundings and less to their phones and other 
distractions such as eating, drinking, and “primping”.   

The included media will include television, cable, and radio. 

Television: 

75 M18-34 rating points will be purchased in broadcast TV, supplemented with targeted 
cable. Keeping to our recommended daypart mix, programming may include:  The Big 
Bang Theory, Family Guy, Seinfeld, The Simpsons and Two and a Half Men.  Prime 
programs vary by season. 

Late fringe programming has a strong male following.  Popular shows include:  The 
Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon, Late Night with Seth Meyers, Jimmy Kimmel Live 
and Saturday Night Live.   

Sports programming is destination viewing for our target audience.  Auto racing is one 
of the best ways to reach young males during April, with NASCAR extending into the 
broader demographic as well.  Also airing in this time would be Major League baseball 
and the NBA. 

Again, while the priority is reaching the young male viewer, it’s important to note that 
most of these same programs will reach our secondary audiences as well as or in the 
case of A25-54 possibly better than our primary target! 

Cable: 

While cable penetration varies by market, it provides additional programming 
opportunities that appeal to the hard-to-reach young men.  Cable offers targeted 
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options, ideally designed to reach our target audience. Networks that index very high 
against our target (Scarborough Research) include:  ESPN, FX, Adult Swim, Comedy 
Central, USA and TNT.  Some of these same networks index well against our W18-34 
and A25-54 secondary targets.   

Radio: 

150 M18-34 TRPs will be purchased in each market to support this message. 60% of the 
radio commercials will run in afternoon drive, evening and weekends to correspond 
with the target’s listening patterns.  The remaining 40% will run in morning drive and 
mid-day which will expand reach to the secondary targets while providing additional 
frequency to the young male.   

Radio formats will include Country, Rock, Alternative or Triple AAA, Contemporary Hit 
and Urban radio stations.  The state’s largest FM stations will be utilized, most of which 
are 50,000 – 100,000 watts, which will ensure penetration into Wisconsin’s 72 counties.   

   !!  
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2016  Motorcycle Awareness Campaign Strategic Plan 
 

•! Dates:    April 25 – May 1, 2016 
 
•! Budget:  $101,912 
 
•! Market List:  

o! Milwaukee 

o! Madison 

o! Fox Valley: Appleton, Oshkosh, Green Bay 

o! Wausau, Stevens Point, Rhinelander 

o! Eau Claire, La Crosse 

o! (Duluth, Superior is bought by MinDOT as part of that DMA) 

 
•! Demographic:   

o! Primary:  M18-34 
o! Secondary: A18-34, A25-54 
 

•! Gross Rating Point (GRP) Goals: 
o! Television: Minimum of 75 TRPs 
o! Radio:  Minimum of 150 TRPs 
 

•! Media: 
o! :30 Television/Cable 
o! :30 Radio  
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MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN STRATEGY AND MEDIA MIX: 

The goal of this campaign is to promote safe riding by motorcyclists and encourage all 
drivers to be aware of the need to share the road with motorcyclists.  According to the 
most recent data available, while the number of motorcycle crashes has decreased by 
about 3% from 2013 to 2014, the number of injuries hasn’t significantly changed.  It’s 
important to reinforce the need to follow simple safe driving procedures to keep the 
rate of injuries and deaths down. 

The included media will be television (broadcast and cable) and radio targeted to reach 
males between the ages of 18 and 34.  Men are more than five times more likely to 
have a motorcycle license than women, and those in the 18-34 demographic are more 
likely to be involved in a crash.   

As a result, media tactics will continue to focus on young males as our primary 
audience, but as we want other drivers to watch out for motorcyclists, our secondary 
target of A25 -54 will expand our message reach.  Media tactics for this campaign 
include: 

Television: 

75 M18-34 rating points will be purchased in broadcast TV, supplemented with targeted 
cable.  As this comes two weeks after the Distracted Driving campaign, the program mix 
will include many of the same syndicated programs including:  The Big Bang Theory, 
Family Guy, Seinfeld, The Simpsons and Two and a Half.  Prime programs will be added 
as available during these flight dates.  

Late fringe programming would again include:  The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 
Fallon, Late Night with Seth Meyers, Jimmy Kimmel Live and Saturday Night Live.   

Sports programming would also be a continuation of the previous campaign 
incorporating NASCAR, Major League baseball and the NBA. 

Cable Television: 

The Cable buy might include programming on: ESPN, FX, Adult Swim, Comedy 
Central, USA, TNT and NBC Sports.  Many of the popular comedies mentioned earlier 
will be included in the cable buy as appropriate, but we’ll look at other programing to 
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reach bikers such as Motorcycle Racing on FX1 and Duck Dynasty on A&E.  (See sample 
program list) 

Radio: 

Motorcycles, like cars, are equipped with radios thus the message will extend to both 
automobile and motorcycle riders.  To cover the entire state of Wisconsin, we will look 
to the same mix of local stations with strong signal reach to cover the broadest 
geography possibly, supplementing if necessary to extend reach.  

150 M18-34 TRPs will be purchased in each market to support this message. 50% of the 
radio commercials will run in afternoon drive, evening and weekends to correspond 
with the target’s listening patterns.  The remaining 50% will run in morning drive and 
mid-day which will expand reach to the secondary targets while providing additional 
frequency to the young male.   

Radio formats will include Country, Rock, Alternative or Triple AAA, Contemporary Hit 
and Urban radio stations.  The state’s largest FM stations will be utilized, most of which 
are 50,000 – 100,000 watts, which will ensure penetration into Wisconsin’s 72 counties.   
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Flight Dates:  4/25-5/1/16
Media: 2 5 2 9 16 2 3 TRPs Budget:
Television (:30)
75 TRPs M18-34 per market
EauClaire/La Crosse 75 $8,250.00

Green Bay/Appleton 75 $12,525.00

Madison 75 $12,525.00

Milwaukee 75 $22,875.00

Wausau/Stevens Point 75 $8,250.00

$64,425.00
RADIO (:30)
150 TRPs M18-34 per market
Eau Claire 150 $4,050.00

Green Bay/Appleton/Oshkosh 150 $8,250.00

La Crosse 150 $3,750.00

Madison 150 $8,700.00

Milwaukee 150 $16,500.00

Wausau 150 $4,500.00

$45,750.00

Total Gross: $110,175.00
Less DOT Discount: $8,263.13

Total Motorcycle Safety Campaign: $101,911.88

Wisconsin Department of Transportation
2016 Motorcycle Awareness

May
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2016 CLICK IT OR TICKET (CIOT) Campaign Strategic Plan: 
 
•! Dates:    May 9 – May 30, 2016 
 
•! Budget:  $284,854 

 

•! Market List:  
o! Milwaukee 
o! Madison 
o! Fox Valley: Appleton, Oshkosh, Green Bay 
o! Wausau, Stevens Point, Rhinelander 
o! Eau Claire, La Crosse 
o! (Duluth, Superior is bought by MinDOT as part of that DMA) 
 

•! Demographic:   
o! Primary:  Males 18-34, 

o!  General Market, African American & Hispanic   
o! Secondary: Influencers of the primary demographic 
o! Qualitative:   Pick-up Truck Drivers 
 

•! Gross Rating Point (GRP) Goals: 
o! Television: Minimum of 175 
o! Radio:  Minimum of 225 
 

•! Media: 
o! :30 Television/Cable 
o! :60 Radio  
o! :15 Internet Radio and Banners (Pandora) 
o! :30 Internet Video and Banners   
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CIOT STRATEGY AND MEDIA MIX: 

The most recent (WisDOT Field Observation Research, July 2015) data shows seat belt 
usage has increased to 85.8% from the 2013 level of 82.3%.  Although an improvement, 
it still lags the national average of 87% (2014 US Department of Transportation Traffic 
Safety Facts.) The primary demographic for seat belt efforts is men between the ages of 
18 and 34.  Women are 10% more likely than men to wear their seat belts.  Occupants 
of pick-up trucks are least likely to use seat belts.  Only 68% of those drivers or 
occupants wore seat belts.  A secondary target of truck drivers will be included in our 
media evaluations. 

The message of CLICK IT OR TICKET resonates with the young male target: getting a 
ticket and the financial consequences of paying it has a more immediate impact on this 
demographic than life-saving messaging.  Of all people surveyed, persons aged 18-34 
and those 65 and over were most likely to respond that they felt they’d get a ticket if 
they weren’t wearing one, proving they do remember the message. 

Media efforts will also include the secondary market of influencers. Both the television 
and radio buys will be broad enough to include other demographics; such as girlfriends, 
mothers, fathers and friends of the targeted young males.  

Media tactics for this campaign will include television, radio including internet radio, 
mobile display and video. 

CIOT Broadcast Television: 

May marks the end of the broadcast network’s prime programming season and there 
are many series finales and specials running during this time that attract strong 
audiences. In order to take advantage of these larger audiences with original 
programming, it is recommended that we start the CIOT effort on May 9th in order to 
take advantage of prime finales and sports programs.  PUT levels (People Using 
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Television), decline in the spring as daylight hours (and outdoor activities) increase 
providing another reason for an earlier start to our media efforts.  The television flight 
will end on May 29th . 175 M18-34 rating points will be purchased for this campaign.   

Syndicated programming, The Big Bang Theory, Family Guy, Modern Family, The 
Simpsons, Seinfeld, and Two and a Half Men which air in prime access and late fringe, 
continue to attract the M18-34 target.  About 40% of the TRPs will be scheduled in these 
dayparts.  

Sports programming remains a strong option during this time period. It is destination 
viewing for our primary audience. One of the best sports to reach this demographic this 
time of year is auto racing, including NASCAR.  NASCAR’s popularity cuts all 
demographics and lifestyles.  During this campaign, the Indy 500 Race, Major League 
Baseball and the NBA Playoffs will be considered. 

This programming will be reaching the “influencers” as well: parents, teachers, coaches 
and girlfriends. Older adults tend to spend more time watching television in general. 
And many of the prime programs, syndicated comedies and late fringe programming 
that are reaching our primary target of young males, appeal to females and older 
adults, too. 

Cable Television: 

This flight may include cable networks that focus on sports or comedy; two of the most 
important things to young men. Some of the top networks for our demographic include 
ESPN, Comedy Central, Adult Swim, FX, History, TBS, USA  and Discovery. 

Many of the popular comedies in syndication that we previously mentioned such as The 
Big Bang Theory, Family Guy, and The Office are also offered on cable networks 
including Adult Swim and TBS.  Specific programming that attracts male audiences, 
such as Swamp People and Pawn Stars on History and Tosh.0 on Comedy Central. (See 
sample program list.) 

Radio: 

Radio listening peaks during the busy summer season simply because people are more 
active and on the move.  The advantage of radio is a clear one for the CIOT message:  
it’s the only medium that effectively reaches individuals in their cars, when they may 
or may not be wearing a seat belt.  Therefore, we’re able to reach them and remind 
them to buckle up at a critical decision point. Influencers riding in the car may take 
the opportunity to “nag” the offender.    

•! The daypart mix will include the standard dayparts of 25% Morning (6am-9am), 20% 
Mid-day (10am-3pm), 30% Afternoon drive (4pm-6pm) and 15% Weekends (Saturday 
and Sunday daytime).  In addition, 10% Evenings (7pm-2am) will be included to 
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reach individuals that are headed out to bars, sporting events, or other 
entertainment venues, since they are associated with alcohol consumption.   
 

This daypart mix allows us to reach both segments of our target audience efficiently 
and effectively. 
 
Radio will start the week of May 16 and run through Memorial Day.  225 M18-34 TRPs  
will be scheduled during this period. Station mix will remain constant focusing on those 
that most effectively reach our target audiences.  Milwaukee Brewer’s statewide radio 
will be included as part of the summer buys (CIOT, Speeding and DRIVE SOBER.) 

Digital: 

Digital will take on an increased importance during this period.  Pandora and Hulu will  
be included in this buy.  All buys are impression based.  Planning levels for these tactics: 

Pandora 

•! 3,080,000 impressions geo-targeted to M18-34   

Hulu 

•! 649,000 Impressions geo-targeted to M18-34   
 

Mobile Display/Pre-roll  
•! 1.7 million impressions geo-targeted to M18-34  
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Flight Dates:  5/9-5/30/16
Media: 2 5 2 9 16 2 3 3 0 6 TRPs Budget:
TELEVISION (:30)
175 TRPs M18-34 per market
EauClaire/La Crosse 175 $19,250.00

Green Bay/Appleton 175 $29,225.00

Madison 175 $29,225.00

Milwaukee 175 $53,375.00

Wausau/Stevens Point 175 $19,250.00

$150,325.00
RADIO (:60)
225 TRPs M18-34 per market
Eau Claire 225 $6,075.00

Green Bay/Appleton/Oshkosh 225 $12,375.00

La Crosse 225 $5,625.00

Madison 225 $13,050.00

Milwaukee 225 $24,750.00

Wausau 225 $6,750.00

$68,625.00
ONLINE
Streaming Radio (:30) $25,000.00

Online Video/Display $64,000.00

$89,000.00

Total Gross: $307,950.00
Less DOT Discount: $23,096.25

Total CIOT Campaign: $284,853.75

Wisconsin Department of Transportation
2016 CIOT

May June
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July 4th YOU SPEED, YOU LOSE Enforcement Campaign: 
 

•! Dates:    June 27 – July 10, 2016 
 
•! Budget:  $112,438 

 

•! Market List:  
o! Milwaukee 
o! Madison 
o! Fox Valley: Appleton, Oshkosh, Green Bay 
o! Wausau, Stevens Point, Rhinelander 
o! Eau Claire, La Crosse 
o! (Duluth, Superior is bought by MinDOT as part of that DMA) 
 

•! Demographic:   
o! Primary:  Males 18-34  

o! Secondary: Influencers of the primary demographic 

 

•! Gross Rating Point (GRP)  
o! Television:    Minimum of 50 TRPs 
o! Radio :   Minimum of 175 TRPs 
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•! Media: 
o! :30 Television 

o! :60 Radio 

o! :15 Internet Radio  and banners (Pandora or similar) 

o! :15 or :30 Pre-Roll Video 

o! Geo-Fence Online Display 

 

Speed Enforcement Campaign Media Strategy: 

Young men between the ages of 18-34 continues to be the prime demographic for the 
enforcement message as this age group has the highest concentration of fatalities. But 
we will not ignore women or those 35+ as they are not immune to driving over the 
speed limit.  Media weight against these secondary targets will be considered when 
making the final vehicle selection.   

Recommended tactics for this program include Television, Radio and online including 
Pandora.   
 

Television: 

The timing of this campaign around the 4th of July holiday has made buying television a 
challenge as PUT levels (people using television) are at the lowest levels of the year.  
AFFIRM is recommending only 50 TRPs run at this time, mostly scheduled in live sports 
broadcasts which typically hold their audience better than scripted programming.  
Television will begin the week of June 27 and run through the week of July 4.  Cable may 
play a larger role in this campaign as many networks have a “summer season” with 
original programming.  TNT for example introduced three new series in summer of 
2015.  Summer schedules are typically announced in early April so program lists are not 
available at this time.   

  
Radio: 

175 M18-34 TRPs will be purchased during this time.   Radio listening increases in the 
summer months as radio is available on many platforms all of which can be carried to 
tailgates, picnics and other outdoor activities. 
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Daypart weight will be stronger evenings and weekends, when most people are out and 
about.  Formats will include:  Rock, Classic Rock, AAA, Contemporary Hit Radio, Sports, 
Country and Urban (some sample stations shown below).  Media weight will vary slightly 
by market, but each will achieve 175 TRPs over the campaign.  Brewer’s statewide radio 
will be included as part of the statewide radio effort.   

       

Digital (Pre-Roll/Geo-Fence)/Pandora Radio: 

Digital assets pre-roll, geo-fence mobile display and Pandora radio will be included as 
part of this campaign.  Pre-roll video will fill in needed media weight to the M18-34 at 
this time.  Online video will run on mobile/tablet platforms and will be bought 
programmatically to maximize reach against this target.  Over 2.0 million statewide 
impressions will be delivered via these tactics during this campaign.  

Pandora radio will also be scheduled during this campaign.  A total of 1,029,000 
impressions, a combination of audio and display, will be purchased during this time 
period.  Impressions are geo-targeted to reach M18-34 residing in Wisconsin. 
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Flight Dates:  6/27-7/10/16
Media: 2 7 4 11 18 2 5 TRPs Budget:
TELEVISION (:30)
50 TRPs M18-34 per market
EauClaire/La Crosse 50 $5,500.00

Green Bay/Appleton 50 $8,350.00

Madison 50 $8,350.00

Milwaukee 50 $15,250.00

Wausau/Stevens Point 50 $5,500.00

$42,950.00
RADIO (:60)
175 TRPs M18-34 per market
Eau Claire 175 $4,725.00

Green Bay/Appleton/Oshkosh 175 $9,625.00

La Crosse 175 $4,375.00

Madison 175 $10,150.00

Milwaukee 175 $19,250.00

Wausau 175 $5,250.00

$53,375.00
ONLINE
Streaming Radio (:30) $10,000.00

Online Video/Display $15,250.00

$25,250.00

Total Gross: $121,575.00
Less DOT Discount: $9,136.88

Total Speed Enforcement Campaign: $112,438.13

Wisconsin Department of Transportation
2016 Speed Enforcement

July
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2016 DRIVE SOBER OR GET PULLED OVER Campaign Strategic Plan: 
 

•! Dates:    August 15 – September 5, 2016 
 
•! Budget:  $284,854 

 

•! Market List:  
o! Milwaukee 
o! Madison 
o! Fox Valley: Appleton, Oshkosh, Green Bay 
o! Wausau, Stevens Point, Rhinelander 
o! Eau Claire, La Crosse 
o! (Duluth, Superior is bought by MinDOT as part of that DMA) 
 

•! Demographic:   
o! Primary:  Males 21-40 (For media buying purposes 18-34) 

o! General Market, African American & Hispanic 

o! Secondary: Influencers of the primary demographic 

 

•! Gross Rating Point (GRP) Goals: 
o! Television: Minimum of 175 

o! Radio:  Minimum of 225 

 

•! Media: 
o! :30 Television/Cable 

o! :60 Radio 

o! :15 Internet Radio  and banners (Pandora or similar) 

o! :15 & :30 Internet Video and banners (HULU) 
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DRIVE SOBER OR GET PULLED OVER (DRIVE SOBER) Strategy/Media Mix: 

For general planning, which will support NHTSA national efforts, a mix of broadcast 
television, cable television, radio and digital tactics (radio/video/mobile) will be used.  
We will continue to target young males between the ages of 21 and 40 per BOTS 
guidelines, but for media buying purposes the target is defined as M18-34.  There is a 
growing amount of research that points to the fact the gender gap is closing in terms of 
impaired driving, therefore our secondary audience will be defined as W18-34. 
 
Qualitatively, AFFIRM will also look at media tactics that successfully target the African 
American and Hispanic male.  Hispanic cable and radio stations in Green Bay, Madison 
and Milwaukee, where two-thirds of Wisconsin’s Hispanic population resides, will be 
included as part of this campaign.  
 
Broadcast Television & Cable: 

Broadcast television will be a key tactic as viewing levels begin to increase in late 
summer.  The recommended daypart mix will be Prime/Sports (40-70%), Prime Access 
(5-15%) and Late Fringe (25-45%.) 
 
While Network viewing is still at lower levels, selected Cable and Sports, including 
Packers pre-season games, tend to deliver our M18-34 target audience at consistent 
levels. Since drinking and sports are connected on a very basic level (hence the amount 
of beer commercials and signage seen during sporting events) it’s a natural and 
effective environment for airing an impaired driver message.  It’s likely we will be 
reaching drivers at the moment they’re becoming impaired at house parties and sports 
bars.  
 
175 M18-34 TRPs will be purchased during this period. 
 
Radio: 

Radio is again an important medium for this demographic due to its portability.  This 
age group is active and on the go, and a medium that accompanies them in their car is 
important.  For this campaign, radio commercials will be stacked leading into the 
weekend (Thursday through Saturday), and on Labor Day, since these are traditionally 
the highest days for drinking.  Since this medium reaches people in their cars, it can be 
an effective tool to remind passengers and drivers alike of the dangers of impaired 
driving.  
 
•! The daypart mix will include the standard dayparts of 25% Morning (6am-9am), 20% 

Mid-day (10am-3pm), 30% Afternoon drive (4pm-6pm) and 15% Weekends (Saturday 
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and Sunday daytime).  In addition, 10% Evenings (7pm-2am) will be included to 
reach individuals that are headed out to bars, sporting events, or other 
entertainment venues, since they are associated with alcohol consumption.   

 
225 M18-34 TRPs will be purchased during this period. 
 
Digital: 

Digital efforts in this campaign will mirror those of the May CIOT campaign, as both are 
major enforcement periods.  These tactics will include: 

Pandora 

•! 3,095,000 impressions geo-targeted to M18-34  

Hulu 

•! 649,000 Impressions geo-targeted to M18-34  
 

Geo-Fence Display/Pre-roll  
•! 4.6 million impressions geo-targeted to M18-34 will be delivered  
•! Ethnic targeting will be employed as part of this campaign 
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Flight Dates:  8/15-9/5/16
Media: 1 8 15 2 2 2 9 5 12 TRPs Budget:
TELEVISION (:30)
175 TRPs M18-34 per market
EauClaire/La Crosse 175 $19,250.00

Green Bay/Appleton 175 $29,225.00

Madison 175 $29,225.00

Milwaukee 175 $53,375.00

Wausau/Stevens Point 175 $19,250.00

$150,325.00
RADIO (:60)
225 TRPs M18-34 per market
Eau Claire 225 $6,075.00

Green Bay/Appleton/Oshkosh 225 $12,375.00

La Crosse 225 $5,625.00

Madison 225 $13,050.00

Milwaukee 225 $24,750.00

Wausau 225 $6,750.00

$68,625.00
ONLINE
Streaming Radio (:30) $25,000.00

Online Video/Display $64,000.00

$89,000.00

Total Gross: $307,950.00
Less DOT Discount: $23,096.25

Total Drive Sober Campaign: $284,853.75

Wisconsin Department of Transportation
2016 Drive Sober

August Sept
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St. Patrick’s Day 2017 DRIVE SOBER Campaign: 
 

•! Dates:    February 27 – March 17, 2017 
 

•! Budget:  $33,624 
 

•! Market List:  
o! Milwaukee 
o! Madison 
o! Fox Valley: Appleton, Oshkosh, Green Bay 
o! Wausau, Stevens Point, Rhinelander 
o! Eau Claire, La Crosse 
o! (Duluth, Superior is bought by MinDOT as part of that DMA) 
 

•! Demographic:   
o! Primary:  Males 18-34  

o! Secondary: Influencers of the primary demographic 

•! Media: 
o!  15 Internet Radio  and banners (Pandora or similar) 

o! :15 & :30 Internet Video and banners (HULU) 

 

 

 

 

St. Patrick’s Day 2017 DRIVE SOBER Campaign: 
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Young men between the ages of 18-34 continue to be our prime demographic for 
impaired driving enforcement commercials.  This age group has the highest 
concentration of fatalities.  While we are focusing on this group, we are not ignoring the 
general market, which continues to be our secondary target, especially in Wisconsin 
with its tradition of widespread drinking and the growing ranks of female imbibers.   

The focus of this campaign will be to encourage the target audience to download the 
DRIVE SOBER app, and the most effective way to do this is via online tactics.  Apps for 
on-the-go, such as maps, Uber, Lyft are some of the more used mobile apps and 
ComScore research shows mobile ads work best for purchase intent and likelihood to 
recommend, indicating that proximity to the point of download or purchase drives 
better effectiveness.   

For this reason, AFFIRM is recommending only Pandora and online video for this 
campaign. Statista.com reports that 77% of all app downloads are made by the 18-29 
year olds, exactly our core target.   

In addition to online video, Mobile App Install, a new Facebook feature, will be part of 
the digital campaign.  This feature is demographically and behaviorally targeted and is 
priced on a cost per install basis.   

 

The online program will deliver: 

Pandora:  3,090,000 impressions to M18-34   

Online:  3,018,000 M18-34 impressions 
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Wisconsin Department of Transportation 
2017 St. Patrick's Day 

              

Flight Dates:  2/27-3/19/17 March     
Media: 27 6 13 20 TRPs Budget: 
TELEVISION   

          
0 TRPs M18-34 per market             
EauClaire/La Crosse         0 $0.00 
Green Bay/Appleton         0 $0.00 

Madison         0 $0.00 
Milwaukee         0 $0.00 

Wausau/Stevens Point         0 $0.00 
            $0.00 
RADIO (:60)             
0 TRPs M18-34 per market             

Eau Claire         0 $0.00 
Green Bay/Appleton/Oshkosh         0 $0.00 

La Crosse         0 $0.00 
Madison         0 $0.00 

Milwaukee         0 $0.00 
Wausau         0 $0.00 
            $0.00 
ONLINE             
Streaming Radio (:30)           $15,000.00 
Online Video/Display           $21,350.00 
            $36,350.00 
              

Total Gross:           $36,350.00 

Less DOT Discount:           $2,726.25 

Total St. Patrick's Day DRIVE SOBER Campaign:           $33,623.75 

              
!
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WisDOT 2016-17 Enforcement Mobilizations Media Buys Recap: 

 

Campaign Gross Adjusted Gross 

Distracted Driving (April) $   110,175 $   101,912 
Motorcycle Awareness (April/May) 110,175 101,912 
CIOT (May) 307,950 284,854 
July 4th Speeding  121,575 112,438 
DRIVE SOBER (Aug/Sept) 307,950 284,854 
St. Patrick’s Day DRIVE SOBER (March 2017) 36,350 33,624 
 
Baseball Team Sponsorships 51,000 51,000 
Brewers Radio (Statewide) 20,000 18,500 
Athletic Hall of Fame Sponsorship 11,765 10,883 
 
2016-17 Total:  $1,076,940 $ 999,995 
 

 

Note:  Adjusted Gross numbers have been rounded  
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NETWORK TELEVISION CAMPAIGN PROGRAMMING SAMPLER: 

 
 

Top Network Prime Programming Sampler - M18-34 

 Program Network 
Rating   
M18-34 

!
! American Idol 

(Wed) 
FOX 

 
2.0 

 

!
! Simpsons FOX 7.0 

!
!

Family Guy FOX 5.5 

!

 
!

American Idol 
(Thur) 

FOX 4.0 

!
!

Survivor CBS 2.0 

!
!

Chicago P.D. NBC 2.0 

!

Shark Tank ABC 3.0 

Source:  Milwaukee Nielsen, May 2015!
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Cable Programming Sampler - M18-34 

Network Program 
Rating  
M18-34 

!
! Tosh.0 .9 

!
WWE Entertainment .6 

!

!

American Pickers 1.5 

!

!

Deadliest Catch 2.5 

!
!

Louie .7 

!

!

WWE Smackdown .3 

Source:  May 2015 
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SPORTS PROGRAMMING SAMPLER: 
 
 

Baseball is the major summer sport, and the Milwaukee Brewers will be 
playing many games during our CIOT and DRIVE SOBER flights. With a 
new GM, there is bound to be interest in the May CIOT flight games and, 
possibly, continued interest in the August DRIVE SOBER games depending 
on how the team is doing later in the upcoming season. The TV schedule 

includes over 12 games falling into each flight. 
 
In several areas of the state, cable penetration is lower than average, based on availability.  
These markets tend to be high in satellite dish. The following chart illustrates the shortfall 
in regards to delivering the Fox Sports Network. In some DMA’s, satellite households make 
up 25% or more of total television households. 
 
DMA$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Nielsen$TV$HH$$$$$$ $FSN$Cable$HH$$$$$ FSN$Satellite$HH!

Milwaukee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !886,770! 559,700!! 136,037!
Green!Bay/Appleton! 433,640! 241,600! 101,772!!
Madison!! 364,000! 217,440! 80,036!
LaCrosse/Eau!Claire!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 206,490! 121,660! 49,665!
WausauJRhinelander!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 181,780! 91,060! 60,643!
Duluth/Superior!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 175,030! 76,710! 59,488!
TOTAL%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %2,247,710% 1,308,170% 487,641%
 
Utilization of the Brewer broadcasts on Fox Sports Net delivers to satellite and wired cable 
households. Overall, Fox Sports Net is available in 80% of homes statewide. 

 
 
While the 2016 Green Bay Packers season broadcast schedule is not yet 
published, historically Packer pre-season games have been scheduled during 
the timeframe of the DRIVE SOBER campaign. Since Packer football is the top 
reach vehicle for advertisers wishing to reach men in Wisconsin, it’s a key 

component of our buy. Even pre-season games provide strong ratings and excellent reach.  
Packer football delivers strongly against every demographic, male and female, allowing for 
excellent reach to the influencers, the friends and family members, of the target 21-40 year 
old male drivers. This type of programming is popular in bars; reaching drivers at the very 
places they may become impaired. 
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NASCAR is an important component of the sports target.  NASCAR 
reaches the average American in its demographics, making it an 
appropriate choice for our campaigns. 
 

 
CIOT Statewide: 
 
Sun May 29th Coca Cola 600 Charlotte Motor Speedway FOX/5:30pm 

 
DRIVE SOBER (Madison & Milwaukee): 
 
  

Sat Aug 20nd  Bass Pro Shops NRA Bristol Motor Speedway NBCS/6:30pm 

 

 

On May 29th, within our CIOT flight, the Indy 500 race will air at 11 a.m. 

on ABC.  This is a popular race with young men. 
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RADIO STATIONS BY MARKET: 
 
The following charts illustrate the stations we will consider for each designated market 
since they are well-positioned to effectively reach the target male demographic of all 
campaigns: 
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Call Letters Format Signal Strength
Rating 

M18-34

WRQT-FM Rock 50,000 Watts 2.6

WCOW-FM Country 100,000 Watts 2.6

WIZM-FM CHR 100,000 Watts 2.1

La#Crosse#Nielsen,#MSA#Sp15/Fa14#Mon7Fri#6a77p

La Crosse

Madison

Call Letters Format Signal Strength
Rating 

M18-34

WJJO-FM
Active 
Rock 12,000 Watts 1.6

WIBA-FM
Classic 

Hits 12,000 Watts 1.3

WZEE-FM CHR 50,000 Watts 1.0

WJQM-FM Urban 6,000 Watts 0.8

Madison Nielsen, MSA Sp15/Su15 Mon-Fri 6a-7p
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Call Letters Format Signal Strength
Rating 

M18-34

WDEZ-FM Country 98,500 Watts 3.1

WIFC-FM CHR 98,600 Watts 2.2

WOZZ-FM Rock 50,000 Watts 2.2

WHTQ-FM CHR 26,500 Watts 1.6

WGLX-FM
Classic 
Rock 65,000 Watts 1.3

Wausau%Nielsen%Sp15/Fall14%Mon4Fri%6a47p

Wausau
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Hispanic Radio: 
 
To understand how Hispanic radio should be allocated, at first we need to understand the 
distribution of Hispanic households in Wisconsin, according to US Census Data: 
 

 
 

The majority of the Hispanic population is located in Southern Wisconsin, reaching up through 
the Fox Valley.  The younger end of the Hispanic population is increasingly bi-lingual or English-
dominant, so there is very little need for Spanish-language radio stations.   
 
Because Milwaukee is a major market there is more research available on the Hispanic market.   
Adding to the quality of the Milwaukee research is a well-represented sample of the highest 
concentration of Hispanics in the state.  Therefore, due to this research, when placing Spanish 
radio in other Wisconsin markets, we will follow Milwaukee’s pattern of Contemporary Hit (Top 
40) and Urban (Hip-Hop and Black) stations attracting more of the new generation Hispanic than 
the Spanish language stations, regardless of what language is spoken in the home.   
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There are two small Hispanic stations in Milwaukee, WDDW-FM, and WJTI-AM. As shown on the 
previous chart, WDDW ranks 8th among Milwaukee stations in young male Hispanic listening.  
Despite the fact that WJTI-AM only has 500 weekly listeners in the demographic, it is the only 
electronic media partner that is a certified MBE with the state so a schedule will be considered.   
 
 

Hispanic Radio 

  

Call 
Letters 

City of  
License 

Signal 
Strength 

Rating  
M18-34 

!

  
!

WLMV-AM Madison 5,000 Watts 0 

  

WDDW-FM Kenosha/Milw 3,000 Watts .1 

 

WJTI-AM Kenosha 250 Watts .1 

 
 
Hispanic radio is incorporated into the major campaigns, DRIVE SOBER and CIOT.  These stations 
include: 

Station Format M18-34 M18-34
Total2Audience Hispanic2Audience

WXSS-FM CHR 63,600 5,500
WLUM%FM AAA((Alternative) 63,400 3,600
WMYX-FM Hot2A/C 54,900 3,900
WKLH%FM Classic(Rock 53,600 1,700
WRIT%FM Oldies 52,000 2,800
WRNW%FM CHR 51,300 2,500
WMIL%FM Country 49,600 2,500
WHQG-FM Album2Rock 48,800 4,400
WNRG%FM CHR 32,500 3,200
WLDB%FM Soft(AC 30,900 1,900
WJMR%FM Urban(Oldies 20,200 2,600
WDDW#FM Hispanic 5,600 4,100
Arbitron(Milwaukee0Racine(October/November/December(2015(PPM
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Green Bay/Appleton:   WAUN-FM (92.7) 
Madison:  WLMV-AM (1480) and WTTN-AM (1580)  
Milwaukee:  WDDW-FM (104.7) and WRRD-AM (1510) 
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Other Considered Media 

Tactics for the enforcement campaigns continue to evolve. Initially almost 90% of available 
media dollars were concentrated in local market television and radio and these tactics continue 
to demand and earn the highest percentage of media spend.  Even in a political year, such as 
this one, they can be counted upon to deliver the largest audiences of any age.  Online tactics, 
streaming radio, video and banners have emerged as important tactics in which to reach the 18-
34 year old male. Not only are these measurable, but research has found them to work in 
concert with broadcast – with broadcast driving audiences online and vice versa.   

In developing this plan, AFFIRM considered other tactics that would be effective in supporting 
this program.  Following are additional options: 

 

Gas Station TV 

Gas Station TV is just beginning to build strength.  According to Nielsen Research, 70% of 
respondents to a survey recalled seeing the ad and 84% indicated they would pay more 
attention to the messaging the next time they are buying gas. The median age of the viewer is 40 
years old and 78% of those are between the ages of 18-49.  Most people spend about 5-7 
minutes at the gas pump with each fill up. 

There are currently 62 Gas Stations in Wisconsin with this capability. 45 of those are located in 
the Milwaukee area. Either :15 or :30 second spots are accepted. The advantage is that, like 
radio, they have the ability to influence the driver just prior to heading out on the road.  It is 
being used by the following states as part of their highway safety messaging tactics.   

 

Nielsen provides audience information based on pump transactions or impressions, but there 
are no other measurements available for this tactic.   
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The proposal for the Milwaukee market for CIOT (23 days) includes 220,431 paid impressions 
(:15s) @ $8,156.60 (Adjusted DOT Gross).  GSTV will bonus 220,431 impressions that can run 
within the August DRIVE SOBER campaign. 

 

Gas Pump Toppers/Station Displays (Clings, Floor Graphics, etc.) 

Gas station advertising is another way of placing the ad message throughout the state.  These 
tactics are used by numerous states including:  Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, 
Maryland, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Washington, and Wyoming.  
By using remnant or left-over space and paying only for the production of the creative (posters, 
clings, etc.) these have been very affordable ways to reach a very targeted audience. 

This tactic is recommended as a means of reaching the African American audience in Milwaukee 
for the May CIOT campaign. Although NHTSA reports that African American teen males travel 
fewer vehicle miles than their white counterparts, they are more likely to die in a crash.  Motor 
vehicle crashes are the second leading killer of young black adults, age 15-24.  Seat belt usage by 
this target lags the national average by as much as 4%, contributing to the issue.  A program, 
specifically targeted to this demographic, could go far in helping to reduce deaths.   

The program would be geographically targeted to the area defined below.  Pricing for three 
different options follow: 
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Gas Pump Toppers 

80 units would be placed within the defined geography delivering an estimated 1.9 million 
impressions over a four week period, with an additional four weeks of override on a space 
available basis. Total production cost would be $6,094.20.   

     

 

Liquor Store Standees 
Located inside liquor stores, gas stations or other venues, this media format, known as a Standee 
(34” x 47”), would target the same geographic area. The program would run 20 standees, 
delivering an estimated 477,120 impressions over the four week schedule, again with the 
possibility of a four week bonus or override. Pricing for this unit, again using remnant space and 
charging only production costs, would be $7,618. 
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Urban kiosks 
This option basically makes use of telephone kiosks that are located throughout our targeted 
region near bus tops and retail locations. A four week program would deliver approximately 1.3 
million impressions at a total investment of $11,672. An additional four weeks would be 
provided as added value or override.  
  

 
 
 
Indoor Poster Displays – Restaurants/Bars 
Located in the restrooms of bars and restaurants, this media format would allow WI DOT to 
reach adults that are consuming alcoholic beverages at local drinking establishments. The 
posters measure 17 x 22.  As added value, the program also includes a total of 2,500 table tents 
and 2 mirror clings (1 per restroom), all of which would be produced by the vendor, and a 1-
month space override at venues where available.  The program would run throughout Wisconsin 
at a cost of approximately $42,170.   
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ScreenVision 

Cinema advertising has been used in past campaigns with mixed results. As with Gas Station TV, 
measurement is difficult.  Advertising is sold based on admissions to the theater. General 
demographics on the cinema audience: 

•! 70% of all Americans 12+ attend at least one movie annually, 18% attend monthly 
•! 50% of the cinema audience is 18-49  
•! Average household income is $86,000  
•! The movie-goer is 21% more likely than the average person to be a light TV viewer  
•! Multi-tasking such as surfing the web, is unlikely with a movie audience 

Local ads run about 20 minutes prior to the published show time.  A schedule for the CIOT 
campaign would run in 58 theaters throughout the state on a total of 460 different screens. The 
schedule would guarantee 652,238 admissions (impressions) at a cost to the DOT of $25,319.25. 

Thursday Night Lights 

This program runs in Milwaukee on WCGV24, airing from mid-August through mid-October, it 
spotlights nine high school match-ups. More than a television broadcast, it is an opportunity to 
talk to teens and their parents through an interactive program. Past sponsors of this event have 
found it to be an excellent means of communicating to this teen audience.  

A sponsorship would include four (:30) commercials per game. Sponsorships at various price 
levels are available with most including on-site exposure. This provides DOT personnel the 
ability to interact with the teenager and their parents focusing on the driving behaviors that are 
prevalent among this audience – texting and seat belt use are two examples. The program has 
been sponsored in the past; the roll-over vehicle had been a popular exhibit at the games. 
Pricing varies based on the level of involvement; the range can be as low as $5,000 for 
commercial spots with signage at each game to around $30,000 for a feature sponsorship that 
may include a half-time interview as well as in-game features, website presence, etc.   
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Midwest Family Broadcast (WJJO-FM) Sponsorship 

WJJO-FM presents Sonic Boom, a concert held annually at the Southern Wisconsin Regional 
Airport in Janesville. The station brings in top national talent playing on two stages for this one 
day event.  This is a good opportunity to reach their core listener of M18-34, reminding them to 
“stay sober.” 

To alleviate parking issues, the station will offer shuttle service that will run continuously to park 
and rides and hotels in the area. They have offered the Shuttle Sponsorship, priced at $9,250 to 
the WisDOT.  This will include:   

•! Corporate name and /or name identification on no less than 400 promotional mentions 
running through October 2016  

•! Signage and promotion at the venue. JJO will place 8 banners throughout the grounds 
near the beer serving areas, entrance gates, exit gates, etc. in addition to banners 
around the side stage viewing decks. WJJO will create the banners. 

•! Signage on shuttles, in area hotels and establishments, and presence on the dedicated 
shuttle area of the Sonic Boom website.  

•! 20’ x 20’ space on-site for display, people with app downloaded may enter at the booth 
to have a band member record their cell phone message (or another experiential prize.) 

•! Advertisement on the print-at-home e-tickets. Dimensions of advertisement TBD. 
•! Advertisement on the back of the parking permit that everyone receives when they enter 

the venue. Ad is full-color 8.5”x5.5” 
•! A minimum of five (5) :30 second commercials to be played on the video screen during 

the event. (commercial provided by Wisconsin DOT) 
•! Logo identification on our radio station’s website with a link to your website for a 

minimum of 8 weeks including a click-thru to your app.  
•! 20 tickets for your company (Optional) 
•! 4 VIP passes for your company to use in the Mid-West Family VIP area at the event. 

(Optional) 
 
The station would like it if the WI DOT would bring one or more of their interactive/simulator 
displays to the event. If the goal is to have more people download their app, they would put 
together a contest where people show their downloaded app at the WI DOT booth to enter a 
drawing. They would provide an experiential prize like having one of the bands record a 
voicemail message for the winner along the lines of "This is (insert name of band.) Cathy can't 
come to the phone right now..."  Or possibly could provide a guitar signed by some of that day's 
performers. They would be creative and come up with an experiential prize that can't be 
purchased anywhere. 
 
 


